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Abstract—In today’s world mobile agents and mobile ad-hoc networks are the two technologies that are contributing towards better connectivity and communicability. When the two technologies used jointly, the interest is increased. Due to the properties like self-configuration and infrastructure-less, the mobile ad-hoc networks provide various remarkable features. But the various challenges are also associated with mobile ad-hoc networks like dynamic topology, mobility, energy constraint etc. Mobile agent provides solution to these challenges. A mobile agent is a new way of computer interactions and provides better options for the developers to create applications based on connectivity. Mobile agents move around the ad-hoc networks in a different and better way than the other widespread client server architecture based applications. Due to their mobility and autonomy these agents can perform various functions in mobile ad-hoc networks like topology discovery, routing, key management, congestion control etc. The paper reviews the role of the mobile agents in the mobile ad-hoc networks, and emphasizes its application on the various layers of a layered architecture of mobile ad-hoc networks and concludes its merits as compared to other conventional approaches.

Index Terms—Mobile ad-hoc networks, mobile agents, routing, key management, topology discovery.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, mobile computing becomes admired in favor of mobiles, notebooks, and personal digital assistant (PDAs) computers. Sometimes it happens that many computing devices gather at the same site such as any conference site or a classroom. Exchanging information among these moveable computing devices without any centralized managing entity is not an easy task. The ad-hoc network is the solution for these communications. The ad-hoc network is created on demand to make possible the communications among the moveable computers [15]. The computing devices are integrated into various systems, such as phones, homes, sensors, vehicles, military equipment etc. Due to this the inclination is moving towards the self-configuring and infrastructure-less wireless networks, such as mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [12]. While MANETs bring many striking features for communications there are various challenges associated with it:

- Dynamic network topology
- Mobility of nodes
- Scalability
- Battery constraints
- Location aware routing

A lot of work has been done to meet these challenges. New routing protocols are introduced and new technologies are introduced at the different layers of networks. With the advent of time research is going on to optimize these algorithms and protocols used at different layers. To optimize these algorithms and protocols, one of the technologies used is Mobile agent. Mobile agents are small programs which can move themselves from node to node autonomously, and also interact with the environment. Mobile agents and mobile ad-hoc networks are the two competitive technologies to provide better communication and connection. By using jointly, high dimensions can be given to communication. A mobile agent is a new way of computer interactions and provides better options for the developers to create applications based on connectivity. They roam around ad-hoc networks in a more graceful way than the other client-server based applications.
This paper represents the frontward shift behind mobile ad hoc networks and presents the technology solutions based on mobile agents at various layers of the ad-hoc network. Due to the extensive literature on Mobile ad-hoc Network we try to present the main research areas in which mobile agents can be applied. The next section of the paper is discussing Mobile ad-hoc networks and mobile agents. Further the third section describes the implementation of mobile agents in various technologies used in different layers of MANET and the fourth section presents the comparison of mobile agent approach over other traditional approaches used in different layers of MANET. Section five concludes the paper.

II. MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORKS AND MOBILE AGENTS

We are living in a world of Ubiquitous Computing in which a user gets all the necessary information whenever and wherever needed through the electronic devices. A user can use his mobile phone to check e-mail, browse the internet; tourists can use Global Positioning System (GPS) installed in rental cars to locate driving maps, travelers with their handy computers can browse the internet anywhere [11]. This can happen through the interconnection of the wireless devices. Presently, the connectivity can be achieved by fixed infrastructure based service provider or private network. But to set up the required infrastructure, high cost and time is needed. And sometimes in a given geographical area, networking connections are not available, and it becomes a real challenge to provide the needed connectivity and network services in these situations.

Mobile Ad Hoc Network is the solution for this. Mobile Ad Hoc Network is comprised of movable nodes which communicate over a wireless link without any central control [22]. In mobile ad-hoc networks, the ad hoc connection is established between the mobile devices through automatic configuration within a transmission range. Through this mobile devices become able to communicate with each other and can exchange information.

During last twelve year, MANET is one of the hot research topics. As the advancement is going on in wireless technologies and mobile devices, Mobile ad hoc network is playing a vital role in enabling current and upcoming communication.

Mobile nodes create the mobile ad-hoc network by interconnecting each other through a wireless medium. The network is formed without any centralized entity and current infrastructure viz base station etc. That’s why the network is called the infrastructure-less network. The movement of the mobile node is random, due to this there can be fast and sudden change in the topology. Such networks are also called as the multi-hop wireless network because the routes between the two nodes may include multiple hops. The communication between the two nodes can be direct if the nodes are in the transmission range. The nodes which are residing outside the transmission range, the communication can be done through intermediate nodes by relaying the message hop by hop. Fig. 1 is depicting the infrastructure less mobile ad-hoc network.

MANET exhibits various characteristics which are mentioned below:

1) Self-organization and self-administration: There is no requirement for any central entity to control the operations of the network. The nodes in the network are self-organizing and cooperate with each other. Whenever there is a requirement for specific functions such as routing, each node can act as relay.
2) Multi-hop routing: One or more intermediate nodes can be required to forward the packet if the node is out of the communication range.
3) Autonomous and infrastructure less: MANET does not rely on any fixed infrastructure and each node can independently act as router.
4) Dynamic network topology: Due to the mobility of the nodes, the network topology may change randomly. At that time, the nodes in the MANET dynamically create a route.
5) Battery constrained devices: Generally, the nodes in MANET are mobile with limited power and storage
6) Network Scalability: In MANET, the network can grow to several thousand of nodes. The mobility of the network makes the scalability easy.

Due to these characteristics MANET can be used to areas where sometimes we cannot apply conventional networking for e.g.

- Military Areas: In battlefield communication is needed for situational awareness. MANET is useful in this case due to its infrastructure less property.
- Disaster Prone Areas: MANET can be used for rescue operations in case of disasters like earthquake, flood etc. Due to damaged communication infrastructure in disaster, a rapid deployment of the network for communication is much required.
- Ad hoc conferencing: MANET can be formed to communicate in a conference, seminar or meeting etc.
Although mobile ad hoc networks have flexibility and convenience, but there are problems associated with the network due to wireless communication and mobility [11]:

- The wireless medium has not readily observable boundaries.
- The channel is unprotected from outside signals.
- Reliability of a wireless medium is less as compared to wired media.
- There is a problem of Hidden-terminal and exposed-terminal.
- Addressing is another issue as the position of the node doesn’t matter in case of addressing the mobile node in MANET.

Besides these problems, there are other issues that are associated with MANETs:

- Bandwidth Constrained – The links in the wireless network have the lower capacity as compared to the wired connection.
- Energy Conservation – The moveable nodes in the network are battery operated. Due to the limited battery life the conservation of the energy is the major issue in MANET.
- Dynamic Topology – The topology in the network changes dynamically due to the movement of the nodes. So, every time updated topology needs to be communicated to the nodes in the network.
- Routing – Because of the constant change in the topology, the routing is a big challenge in MANET. The routing table needs to be updated due to the unpredictable variation in the topology. Multi-hop routing is even more complex.
- Security – Due to the mobility of the node the network is at higher security risks. The wireless network is vulnerable to eavesdropping & numerous other security risks.
- Scalability – According to the need the network grows. The mobile nodes must be capable of providing services even in a large network.
- Network Management & Configuration – Configuring and managing the network is also a major issue because of the dynamic connection.
- Fault Management – In MANET every node is capable of communicating with other nodes in the network through multi-hop. Also, the nodes are moving. So, it is difficult to identify & manage faults.

Extensive research is done to overcome these issues. A mobile agent is the latest approach that is used to conquer the problems associated with MANET.

Mobile agents are small programs which can roam from node to node. They can interrupt their execution on one node and resume where they halt on the previous node. While moving from node to node, mobile agents can collect information from the node, and also mobile agents can gain experience from user’s behavior by some advanced artificial intelligence means [2].

Client and server are tightly coupled in client-server approach. Continuous bandwidth availability is required while communication in this approach. But if we talk about mobile computing, low bandwidth is there and the devices are resource constrained. Mobile agents are solutions to this because of its inherent properties like mobility and autonomy. The connection time between the mobile devices can be optimized by agent’s mobility. Due to the autonomy, the agent can perform the task at the remote site without the connection. After completion of the task, the agent waits for the user to reconnect and then the agent give the result. The information retrieval and filtering is done by the agent at the server side and the agent return to the client only with the significant information.

Mobile agents are not restricted to the device where it is initiated. It has the capability to take itself from one device to another device around the network. With this capability, a mobile agent can move to a device where the object is lying with which the agent wants to interact.

Mobile agents are intelligent, autonomous application programs. They can themselves decide what will be their next destination and what they will do. They can move from one device to another device in a network, to complete a specific task, which means mobile agents are also goal-oriented. Mobile agents are having a feature that not only its code is mobile, but the state of the agent is also mobile. This means that mobile agents can stop their execution anywhere on one host and can resume its execution on the next host from where it has stopped execution on the previous node. It is able to carry the incomplete transaction or calculation with them when they migrate from one device to another device and can complete that transaction on next device where it will be migrated [23].

A mobile agent is a somewhat young technology that has only existed for some years. Though, lots of programming environments are designed to allow programmers designing mobile agents in a simple way [2]. With the prevalent acceptance of Java, it increases people’s interest in mobile agents.

Fig. 2 shows the difference between the mobile agent approach and client-server approach.

Fig. 2. Concept of Mobile Agents

The mobile agents have three properties mentioned
below that makes them different from the client-server approach:

i. Mobility: The mobile agents can move around the network with their code and data. The mobile agents can also move their executable state with them from a host to host. To move code, data & state it needs a channel which can be FTP, WWW or TCP/IP, UDP. FTP is little slow channel whereas WWW is fairly fast & fastest is TCP/IP & UDP.

ii. Executable: The mobile agent can carry their executable states with them from one node to another node. With this ability, it is able to suspend its execution on one node and can resume its execution on another node.

iii. Autonomy: An autonomous thing can act on its own without any outside control. A mobile agent encapsulates the code, data & state into one unit. The program states have its variables & binding to resources. With this encapsulated unit, the mobile agent possess the autonomy and can respond, react or developed independently of the environment.

In order to mobile agent work, a program is needed at each site to handle the incoming agent & send out the agent. The program is generally called the agency. In Fig. 3 architecture of the mobile agent system is explained which has various modules that are needed for the efficient working of mobile agents.

The incoming & outgoing agents, as well as the messaging between non-local agents, are handled by the communication module. The repository performs authentication, sets priorities and queues up agents for later execution.

The execution module is responsible for the execution of the mobile agent. The current state of the agency is contained in state engine and also some kind of rule or inference engine to decide what to do with the agents. It also handles local inter – agent communication. The directory or database is there to store or retrieve the data by agents. The security module keeps the track of what the agents are allowed to do. The monitoring of the agency is also done by security module [34].

Mobile agents are well suited for mobile computing due to its various features such as autonomy, mobility, intelligent, goal driven, learning, corporation, reactivity. In order for a mobile agent to collect information from the remote site, it doesn’t need to transfer the multiple request and responses across the low bandwidth. The mobile agent can use the resources of remote site efficiently and for this purpose it doesn’t require the connection. All the tasks can be performed by the agent even if the connection is disconnected. So the loss of connection during the process will not affect the agent. Mobile agents have the skill to cover the communication channel and show the computation logic. With this skill of the mobile agent, the development, testing and implementation of distributed applications can be simplified. They can act as client and server depend on their goal and can dispense themselves throughout the network. The scalability of the application can be increased due to the ability of the mobile agent to relocate the work to appropriate location.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MOBILE AGENTS ON DIFFERENT LAYERS OF MANET

Problems are associated with each layer of mobile ad-hoc networks. Various solutions were proposed to overcome these problems. However mobile agents, one of the emerging technology could be much more adaptive than others conventional approaches in such environment. Mobile agents are intrinsically linked to these issues and often proposed as a solution. The paper reviews the application of mobile agents, according to the layered approach of ad-hoc networks as mentioned in Fig. 4. Following layers are considered:

- Data Link Layer
- Network Layer
- Transport Layer
- Application Layer
- Cross-Layer

![Fig.3. Mobile Agent System Architecture](image)

![Fig.4. Layered Design of MANET](image)
A. Data Link Layer

Topology discovery is the major issue in MANET. Due to the mobility of mobile hosts the dynamics of the mobile ad-hoc network create a number of problems while topology discovery.

Chpudhury et al. [20] proposed a method for discovery of the topology using mobile agents in wireless ad-hoc networks. A Multi-agent based protocol is designed to make the nodes in the network topology aware. In the proposed approach, mobile agents gather all topology related information from every node of the network and then distribute the updated information to other nodes periodically.

Adnan Ahmed, Behrouz Far [35] present a combination of reactive and proactive system i.e. “NON-ANT” mobile agent based topology discovery system. The agent mobility is a reaction to network change. Whenever a new node joins the existing network, a beacon is sent by the new node of its existence to all the existing nodes. Then the mobile agent who was residing on the existing node travels to the new node. Thus, the agent movement starts whenever there is a change in the network, which is a reactive mechanism.

B. Network Layer

Although various solutions are there to overcome the issues related to networking in MANET. Still problems exist with the current approaches:

- Proactive on demand routing protocol generates large volumes of control traffic for discovering the topology, and the actual data traffic is delayed due to this.
- Route discovery latency and end to end delay are there in present routing protocols. Common distant vector routing algorithms prove not to be efficient where wireless networks are continuously changing.

Extensive research is reported to make the routing algorithms decentralized by dispatching agents traveling through the network.

Few years earlier, the proposal of use of mobile agents for the purpose of routing in mobile ad-hoc networks has been explored in MIT Media Lab [16] with few limitations.

Further Nikos, William, Kelvin [14] worked on the problem of delay in the route discovery and introduced the concept of mobile agents to find the best path. In their work, the Mobile agents can roam around the ad-hoc network independently and collect information from static agents. Then the information collected through the mobile agents can be used to execute required calculations in order to find the best path to route the network traffic.

Mobile agent based Ant-AODV technique was introduced in [25], which forms a hybrid of both ant-based routing and AODV routing protocols. In this technique, routing information is gathered by mobile agents and the routing table of every node is revised according to the information collected. With this hybrid technique node connectivity can be enhanced and end-to-end delay and route discovery latency can be decreased.

Based on the mobile agent, a routing algorithm with multiple constraints is proposed by CHEN et al. [31] for the ad hoc network. Mobile agents are used to gathering the information of all mobile nodes. With this information, the delay in the network and the operating cost of control messages for routing can be reduced. According to the authors, in this algorithm link failure probability is low because the algorithm selects links with large link expiration time when the route is created.

A service discovery protocol is designed in [39] with reliability. The protocol uses mobile agents which collect the information regarding the services and the service providers from the nodes they visit. A service can be any hardware or software resource that any node has and other nodes can use it. Discovery of the service is finding the service in a network. The mobile agents move around the network and find the route to the next destination randomly. While visiting the nodes in the network the agents discover the services & exchange the information with the nodes. Each agent requires a different link capacity. So the mobile agent visits the destination node only when the required link capacity will be there and the node is operational. A list of visiting node will be given to each mobile agent through the owner. The destination node is randomly chosen by the mobile agent. The service information of the node is passed on to the mobile agent through message passing. The agent also shares its information regarding the service, which it has collected from other nodes to the visiting node. Every service record is given a time stamp and the availability of the service can be predicted through the given timestamp. When the agent visits the node, it updates its database with the current timestamp. Every node is having a fixed agent tolerance limit. The node starts killing the agents if this limit exceeds. So it is not necessary that every agent will come back to the owner. For this, a timer is attached with each agent. If the agent does not come back to the owner within the specified time, a new agent is created by the owner node.

Mobile agents were used in [40] for cluster management. In cluster management, cluster head is responsible for maintenance and management of the cluster. In the proposed solution, the jobs of the cluster head are distributed to mobile agents that reside on the member nodes of the cluster. The 4 jobs of the cluster head (formation of a cluster, discovery of route, caching of the route, & routing) is assigned to 4 mobile agents. These 4 mobile agents are hosted on 4 member nodes called job-carriers. In this way, the load of the cluster head is distributed to the member nodes. When the ad-hoc network forms, the first node becomes the cluster formation node and a mobile agent is hosted on the node. Then 3 mobile objects are created by the mobile agents for the other 3 jobs and the sent to 3 nodes with highest connectivity number (1- hop neighbors). Whenever any job-carrier left the cluster, the mobile agents migrates to another node on the network and resumes its services.

C. Transport Layer
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Problems are also there on the transport layer even after the existence of various solutions. Whenever severe congestion is there, it is preferable to use a new route. In on-demand routing protocol due to processing and communication effort to discover a new route, there is a problem of delay. If multipath routing is used, though an alternate route is readily found, the high overhead is there to maintain multiple paths. So some improved mechanism was required to control the congestion.

V. Sharma, S. Bhadauria [28] proposed an approach based on mobile agents that travel through the network, to pick a neighbor node as its next hop which is less loaded. The routing table is updated by the mobile agents according to the node’s congestion status. Mobile agents make aware the nodes about the dynamic network topology in time.

D. Application Layer

In the present security mechanism for MANET, there is a drawback that the requirement for a trusted entity that initializes the very first k trusted nodes. With the use of mobile agents, this drawback can be overcome.

Zhang Yi, Zhu Lina and Feng Li [30] based on the (t, n) threshold cryptography, introduced a technique in which mobile agents are used to exchange the private key and information about the network topology information with nodes in the network. In this method, a centralized certification authority is avoided for distributing the public keys and certificates. Due to this security can be enhanced.

Based on a combination of techniques such as hierarchical clustering, partially distributed key management, offline certification authority, and a mobile agent, a new composite key management scheme is introduced in [19]. The technique hierarchically structured the network into clusters according to the trust value of the node. The mobile agents exchange the information about node revocation and PKG service among the nodes. There is a cluster head which will maintain member’s public keys. Here each node maintains public key of another node. So the storage problem in PKI is overcome. Also, the centralized CA can be avoided to generate keys, thus security is increased.

Hijazi [1] proposed three designed for intrusion detection system in MANET using mobile agents. The first design is called local intrusion detection system (LIDS). In this architecture, the mobile agents are residing on different nodes. The architecture takes the advantages of SNMB. But the requests are sent to remote hosts through mobile agents instead of sending through unreliable UDP. The second design is based on the static stationery database. The system consists of two parts. The first part is mobile IDS agents that execute on every node in a network and the second part is the stationary secure database which contains global signatures of known misuse attacks. Patterns of each user’s normal activity in a non-hostile environment are also saved in the database. Intrusions are found by the IDS agents based on local audit data. It participates in cooperative algorithms with other IDS agents to decide on attacks. On the other hand, the secure database acts as a repository for nodes which is secure and trusted. This repository is used by the mobile nodes to find out the information about the latest misuse signature and the latest patterns of normal user activity. The third design is Distributed intrusion detection system using mobile agents. In this system, lightweight mobile agents are there with certain functionality. The total network load can be reduced by dividing the functional tasks into categories and dedicating an agent to a specific purpose.

A cluster-based distributed hierarchical intrusion detection system [38] is designed to secure the MANET using mobile agents. The proposed solution has used cluster based routing protocol. In this two layers are considered: cluster member layer and cluster head layer. Several mobile agents are used and specific tasks are given to the agents. There is intrusion detection agent which detects the intrusion and also tries to spot the possible attacks. Then the agent informs the members of the cluster regarding the intrusion. There is one another agent i.e. Network response agent which informs the other cluster heads regarding the intrusion. All the responses use piggybacking, so there is no communication head.

Secure Wireless Agent Testbed (SWAT) is a technique introduced in [26] which implements secure communication in wireless ad hoc networks by employing autonomous mobile agents.

E. Cross Layer

There are research areas that may affect all layers of mobile ad hoc networks for e.g. energy conservation, quality of services etc.

Since most of the mobile hosts operate on battery power that is why Energy saving is a critical issue for MANET. A cross-layer coordinated framework for energy saving was proposed. 4 new strategies were discussed in the framework to save the energy. Mobile agent and periodic beacon-based topology discovery is one of the strategies to conserve the energy [32].

An energy efficient routing protocol is discussed in [36]. Span protocol is used in the algorithm which switches off nodes for as long as possible and hence maximizes the lifetime of the wireless ad-hoc network. In combination with this, ants (mobile agents) are used to save the energy. In the algorithm, coordinators are chosen in a network which regularly awake and implements the multi-hop packet routing within the network. The rest of the nodes can go to sleep mode. A coordinator can withdraw itself any time if its neighbors are able to talk with each other, either directly or through any other coordinator. Two types of control packets are used for routing table modification i.e. forward ants and backward ants. These two packets share the information regarding the traffic load in the network. The job of the forward ant is to find the new routes on demand in the network. And backward ant’s job is to carry the data packets. It also estimates the quality of the new routes. There are substantially less number of control packets. Due to this
the algorithm is energy saving.

M. Darji, B. Trivedi [37] proposed an algorithm which uses mobile agents to minimize the overhead associated with leader election algorithm for intrusion detection in MANET. The algorithm uses cluster first approach in which clusters are formed and the nodes associated with that cluster choose the leader for intrusion detection system. The mobile agents collect the resource information from all the cluster nodes & then this information is used to choose a leader. This minimizes the energy and bandwidth consumption. The election is done in a secure manner by append only table. In this table the information collected from the mobile can only be added to logs.

The owner can verify the data against temperament when the agent comes back. The node sends the agent to its entire neighboring node to collect the resource information. After receiving the information, the election starts. A vote agent is initiated to collect votes of the neighbor node and according to the nodes the leader node is selected.

A Multi-Constrained QoS Routing Algorithm based on mobile agents is discussed in [33]. The algorithm considers two QoS factor energy and bandwidth resource in MANET. The algorithm effectively provides reliable network performance by expanding the network load and increasing the utilization ratio of the network resource.

Mobile agents are used in this technique to gather the information of all mobile nodes and reduce the delay in the network and the operating cost of control messages for routing.

The multipath strategy of the algorithm reduces the time consumption of rerouting. QoS requirements are met in order to extend the survival time of network by utilizing the best path to perform the data transmission. Also, it improves the network resource utilization.

IV. COMPARISON OF USING MOBILE AGENTS OVER TRADITIONAL APPROACH IN MANET

A comparison can be made against the mobile agent approach and other conventional approaches used in MANET over various parameters like topology discovery, network latency, congestion control, key management etc. Generally the tools used by the network administrator, use PING, trace route, SNMP queries for topology discovery. These all are based on the client-server approach.

Such approaches consume more bandwidth and more power as compared to the use of a mobile agent for topology discovery in MANET. The mobile agents can run remotely and don’t need bandwidth and connection to run on a remote host. This reduces the network traffic and hence improves the network latency. In highly dynamic networks such as MANETs, there is a requirement for frequent dissemination of the information regarding the topology change. In DSDV routing protocols, the network capacity for actual data communication is reduced due to these frequent updating. Also, in on-demand, reactive routing schemes like AODV and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) the actual transmission of the data is delayed until the route is discovered. This delay is not acceptable in real-time data communication. Whereas if we use a mobile agent for routing, it updates the routing table periodically while migrating to the host and thus reduce the end to end delay and provide fast rerouting and a best path selection. In MANET, the normal TCP congestion control is not very efficient. In a mobile agent approach, the mobile agents propagate the status of the congestion to every node so that the node will be able to select the path with less congestion. Also by using Mobile agent approach the security is enhanced because there is no need for the centralized entity for distributing the public keys and certificates.

The table 1 is showing the merits of mobile agent approach over other traditional approaches that we use in various layers of MANET for topology discovery, route discovery, congestion control, and key management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Using Mobile Agents</th>
<th>Other Conventional approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data link Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Conservation</td>
<td>More Efficient</td>
<td>Less efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Topology Discovery</td>
<td>consume less bandwidth and power</td>
<td>consume more power and bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Latency</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Traffic</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updating Routing table</td>
<td>End to end delay is less</td>
<td>End to end delay is high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding best path</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rerouting</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion Control</td>
<td>More Efficient</td>
<td>Less Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Management</td>
<td>More Efficient</td>
<td>Less efficient Due to the requirement of a central entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Conservation</td>
<td>More Efficient</td>
<td>Less efficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The paper studies the current research and technologies to review the role of a mobile agent in various areas of a layered architecture of a mobile ad-hoc network. The study convinces us that mobile agents are a novel and feasible approach to overcoming the issues related to ad-hoc wireless networks. With the use of mobile agents, we can achieve various advantages like:

- Fast topology discovery
- Fast updating of routing table
- Energy conservation
- Bandwidth conservation.
Efficient Key management
Efficient congestion control

Although mobile agents play a vital role to give the new dimensions to various services of MANET, still mobile agents are also at security risks and vulnerable to attacks. And the focus of our future work is to encounter the problem of securing mobile agents.
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